
F07 – Linear Equations (ScaLAPACK)

F07TGFP (PDTRCON)

NAG Parallel Library Routine Document

Note: Before using this routine, please read the Users’ Note for your implementation to check for implementation-dependent
details. You are advised to enclose any calls to NAG Parallel Library routines between calls to Z01AAFP and Z01ABFP.

1 Description

F07TGFP (PDTRCON) estimates the condition number of a real triangular matrix As, in either the
1-norm or the ∞-norm:

κ1(As) = ||As||1||A−1
s ||1 or κ∞(As) = ||As||∞||A−1

s ||∞,

distributed on a logical grid of processors in a cyclic 2-d block distribution; As is a submatrix of a larger
mA by nA matrix A, i.e.,

As(1 : m, 1 : n) ≡ A(iA : iA + m − 1, jA : jA + n − 1).

Note: if iA = jA = 1, m = mA and n = nA, then As = A.

Because the condition number is infinite if As is singular, the routine actually returns an estimate of the
reciprocal of the condition number. The routine computes ||As||1 or ||As||∞ exactly and uses Higham’s
implementation of Hager’s method (see [2]) to estimate ||A−1

s ||1 or ||A−1
s ||∞. Note that κ∞(As) = κ1(AT

s ).

2 Specification

SUBROUTINE F07TGFP(NORM, UPLO, DIAG, N, A, IA, JA, IDESCA, RCOND,
1 WORK, LWORK, IWORK, LIWORK, INFO)
ENTRY PDTRCON(NORM, UPLO, DIAG, N, A, IA, JA, IDESCA, RCOND,
1 WORK, LWORK, IWORK, LIWORK, INFO)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(∗), RCOND, WORK(LWORK)
INTEGER N, IA, JA, IDESCA(9), LWORK, IWORK(LIWORK),
1 LIWORK, INFO
CHARACTER∗1 NORM, UPLO, DIAG

The ENTRY statement enables the routine to be called by its ScaLAPACK name.

3 Data Distribution
3.1 Definitions

The following definitions are used in describing the data distribution within this document:
mp – the number of rows in the logical processor grid.
np – the number of columns in the logical processor grid.
pr – the row grid coordinate of the calling processor.
pc – the column grid coordinate of the calling processor.
MX

b – the blocking factor for the distribution of the rows of a matrix x.
NX

b – the blocking factor for the distribution of the columns of a matrix X .
numroc(α, b	, q, s, k) – a function which gives the number of rows or columns of a distributed

matrix owned by the processor with the row or column coordinate q (pr

or pc), where α is the total number of rows or columns of the matrix,
b	 is the blocking factor used (MX

b or NX
b ), s is the row or column

coordinate of the processor that possesses the first row or column of the
distributed matrix and k is either np or mp. The Library provides the
function Z01CAFP (NUMROC) for the evaluation of this function.

indxg2p(ig, b	, q, s, k) – a function which gives the processor row or column coordinate which
possess the row or column index ig of the distributed full matrix A.
The arguments b	, q, s and k have the same meaning as in the function
numroc. The Library provides the function Z01CDFP (INDXG2P) for
the evaluation of this function.
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3.2 Global and Local Arguments

The input arguments NORM, UPLO, DIAG, N, IA, JA and the array elements IDESCA(1) and
IDESCA(3),...,IDESCA(8) are all global and so must have the same value on entry to the routine on
each processor. The output arguments RCOND and INFO are global and so will contain the same value
on exit from the routine on each processor. The remaining arguments are local.

3.3 Distribution Strategy

The matrix A must be partitioned into MA
b by NA

b rectangular blocks (in this release MA
b = NA

b ) and
stored in an array A in a cyclic 2-d block distribution. This data distribution is described in more detail
in the F07 Chapter Introduction.

This routine assumes that the data has already been correctly distributed, and if this is not the case will
fail to produce correct results. However, the Library provides some utility routines which assist you in
distributing data correctly. These routines can be found in Chapters F01 and X04 of the NAG Parallel
Library Manual.

4 Arguments

Warning: This routine is derived from ScaLAPACK and accurately reflects the specification of the
equivalent ScaLAPACK routine. The current release (1.2) of ScaLAPACK imposed a global change in
the specification of descriptor arrays. Consequently any applications developed using this routine from
Release 1 of the Library will not run correctly, without change, using this Release.

1: NORM — CHARACTER*1 Global Input

On entry: indicates whether κ1(As) or κ∞(As) is estimated as follows:

if NORM = ’1’ or ’O’, then κ1(As) is estimated;
if NORM = ’I’ then κ∞(As) is estimated.

Constraint: NORM = ’1’,’O’,’I’.

2: UPLO — CHARACTER*1 Global Input

On entry: indicates whether As is upper or lower triangular as follows:

if UPLO = ’U’, then As is upper triangular;
if UPLO = ’L’, then As is lower triangular.

Constraint: UPLO = ’U’ or ’L’.

3: DIAG — CHARACTER*1 Global Input

On entry: indicates whether As is a non-unit or unit triangular matrix as follows:

if DIAG = ’N’ then As is a non-unit triangular matrix;
if DIAG = ’U’ then As is a unit triangular matrix; the diagonal elements are not referenced
and are assumed to be 1.

Constraint: DIAG = ’N’ or ’U’.

4: N — INTEGER Global Input

On entry: n, the order of the matrix As.

Constraint: 0 ≤ N ≤ min(IDESCA(3), IDESCA(4)).
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5: A(∗) — DOUBLE PRECISION array Local Input/Local Output

Note: array A is formally defined as a vector. However, you may find it more convenient to consider
A as a 2-d array of dimension (IDESCA(9),γ), where
γ ≥ numroc(JA + N − 1, IDESCA(6), pc, IDESCA(8), np ). See the Example Program.

On entry: the local part of the matrix A which may contain parts of the n by n triangular submatrix
As.

If UPLO = ’U’, As is upper triangular and the elements of the matrix below the diagonal are
not referenced;
if UPLO = ’L’, As is lower triangular and the elements of the matrix above the diagonal are
not referenced.

If DIAG = ’U’, the diagonal elements of As are not referenced, but are assumed to be 1.

6: IA — INTEGER Global Input

On entry: the row index of matrix A, iA, that identifies the first row of the submatrix As.

Constraints: 1 ≤ IA ≤ IDESCA(3) − N + 1 and mod(IA − 1, IDESCA(5)) = 0.

7: JA — INTEGER Global Input

On entry: the column index of matrix A, jA, that identifies the first column of the submatrix As.

Constraints: 1 ≤ JA ≤ IDESCA(4) − N + 1 and mod(JA − 1, IDESCA(6)) = 0.

8: IDESCA(9) — INTEGER array Local Input

Distribution: the array elements IDESCA(1) and IDESCA(3),...,IDESCA(8) must be global to the
processor grid and the array elements IDESCA(2) and IDESCA(9) are local to each processor.

On entry: the description array for the matrix A. This array must contain details of the distribution
of the matrix A and the logical processor grid.

IDESCA(1), the descriptor type. For this routine, which uses a cyclic 2-d block distribution,
IDESCA(1) = 1;
IDESCA(2), the BLACS context (ICNTXT) for the processor grid, usually returned by
Z01AAFP;
IDESCA(3), the number of rows, mA, of the matrix A;
IDESCA(4), the number of columns, nA, of the matrix A;
IDESCA(5), the blocking factor, MA

b , used to distribute the rows of the matrix A;
IDESCA(6), the blocking factor, NA

b , used to distribute the columns of the matrix A;
IDESCA(7), the processor row index over which the first row of the matrix A is distributed;
IDESCA(8), the processor column index over which the first column of the matrix A is
distributed;
IDESCA(9), the leading dimension of the conceptual 2-d array A.

Constraints:

IDESCA(1) = 1;
IDESCA(3) ≥ 0; IDESCA(4) ≥ 0;
IDESCA(5) = IDESCA(6); IDESCA(5) ≥ 1; IDESCA(6) ≥ 1;
0 ≤ IDESCA(7) ≤ mp − 1; 0 ≤ IDESCA(8) ≤ np − 1;
IDESCA(9) ≥ max(1, numroc(IDESCA(3), IDESCA(5), pr, IDESCA(7), mp)).

9: RCOND — DOUBLE PRECISION Global Output

On exit: an estimate of the reciprocal of the condition number of A. RCOND is set to zero if exact
singularity is detected or if the estimate underflows. If RCOND is less than machine precision,
then A is singular to working precision.
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10: WORK(LWORK) — DOUBLE PRECISION array Local Workspace/Local Output

On exit: WORK(1) returns the minimum required value of LWORK.

11: LWORK — INTEGER Local Input

On entry: the dimension of the array WORK as declared in the (sub)program from which F07TGFP
(PDTRCON) is called.

Constraint: LWORK ≥ 2d1 + d2+ max(2, max(IDESCA(6) ×w1, d1 + IDESCA(6) × w2)), where

c1 = indxg2p(IA, IDESCA(5), pr, IDESCA(7), mp),
c2 = indxg2p(JA, IDESCA(6), pc, IDESCA(8), np),
d1 = numroc(N + mod(IA − 1, IDESCA(5)), IDESCA(5), pr, c1, mp),
d2 = numroc(N + mod(JA − 1, IDESCA(6)), IDESCA(6), pc, c2, np),
w1 = max(1, 	(mp − 1)/np
),
w2 = max(1, 	(np − 1)/mp
),

12: IWORK(LIWORK) — INTEGER array Local Workspace/Local Output

On exit: IWORK(1) returns the minimum required value of LIWORK.

13: LIWORK — INTEGER Local Input

On entry: the dimension of the array IWORK as declared in the (sub)program from which
F07TGFP (PDTRCON) is called.

Constraint: LIWORK ≥ numroc(N + mod(IA − 1, IDESCA(5)), IDESCA(5), pr, α, mp), where
α = indxg2p(IA, IDESCA(5), pr, IDESCA(7), mp).

14: INFO — INTEGER Global Output

On exit: INFO = 0 unless the routine detects an error (see Section 5).

5 Errors and Warnings

If INFO �= 0 an explanatory message is output and control returned to the calling program.

INFO < 0

On entry, one of the arguments was invalid:

if the kth argument is a scalar INFO = −k;
if the kth argument is an array and its jth element is invalid, INFO = −(100 × k + j).

This error occured either because a global argument did not have the same value on all logical
processors, or because its value on one or more processors was incorrect.

6 Further Comments

The routine performs limited checking for high condition number matrices. It is possible for very ill-
conditioned matrices that the routine will cause an arithmetic overflow.

6.1 Algorithmic Detail

The routine computes ‖As‖1 or ‖As‖∞ accurately, and uses Higham’s implementation of Hager’s method
to estimate ‖A−1

s ‖1 or ‖A−1
s ‖∞.

6.2 Parallelism Detail

The Level 3 BLAS operations are carried out in parallel.
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6.3 Accuracy

The computed estimate RCOND is never less than the true value ρ, and in practice is nearly always less
than 10ρ, although examples can be constructed where RCOND is much larger.
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8 Example

To estimate the condition number in the 1-norm of the matrix A, where

A =




4.30 0.00 0.00 0.00
−3.96 −4.87 0.00 0.00

0.40 0.31 −8.02 0.00
−0.27 0.07 −5.95 0.12


 .

The true condition number in the 1-norm is 116.41.

The example uses a 2 by 2 logical processor grid and a block size of 2.

Note: the listing of the Example Program presented below does not give a full pathname for the data file
being opened, but in general the user must give the full pathname in this and any other OPEN statement.

8.1 Example Text

* F07TGFP Example Program Text
* NAG Parallel Library Release 2. NAG Copyright 1996.
* .. Parameters ..

INTEGER NIN, NOUT
PARAMETER (NIN=5,NOUT=6)
INTEGER DT
PARAMETER (DT=1)
INTEGER NB
PARAMETER (NB=2)
INTEGER NMAX, LDA, IAROW, IACOL, RCONST, CCONST, LWORK,

+ LIWORK
PARAMETER (NMAX=8,LDA=NMAX,IAROW=0,IACOL=0,RCONST=2,

+ CCONST=2,LWORK=2*NMAX,LIWORK=NMAX)
CHARACTER DIAG, NORM
PARAMETER (DIAG=’N’,NORM=’1’)

* .. Local Scalars ..
DOUBLE PRECISION RCOND
INTEGER IA, ICNTXT, IFAIL, INFO, JA, N, NCOLS, NROWS
LOGICAL ROOT
CHARACTER UPLO

* .. Local Arrays ..
DOUBLE PRECISION A(LDA,NMAX), WORK(LWORK)
INTEGER IDESCA(9), IWORK(LIWORK)

* .. External Functions ..
DOUBLE PRECISION X02AJF
LOGICAL Z01ACFP
EXTERNAL X02AJF, Z01ACFP
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* .. External Subroutines ..
EXTERNAL F07TGFP, X04BCFP, Z01AAFP, Z01ABFP

* .. Executable Statements ..
*

ROOT = Z01ACFP()
IF (ROOT) WRITE (NOUT,*) ’F07TGFP Example Program Results’

*
NROWS = RCONST
NCOLS = CCONST
IFAIL = 0

*
CALL Z01AAFP(ICNTXT,NROWS,NCOLS,IFAIL)

*
OPEN (NIN,FILE=’f07tgfpe.d’)

* Skip heading in data file
READ (NIN,*)
READ (NIN,*) N, UPLO

*
IF (N.LE.NMAX) THEN

*
* Set the array descriptor of A
*

IA = 1
JA = 1
IDESCA(1) = DT
IDESCA(2) = ICNTXT
IDESCA(3) = N
IDESCA(4) = N
IDESCA(5) = NB
IDESCA(6) = NB
IDESCA(7) = IAROW
IDESCA(8) = IACOL
IDESCA(9) = LDA

*
* Read A from data file
*

IFAIL = 0
CALL X04BCFP(NIN,N,N,A,IA,JA,IDESCA,IFAIL)

*
* Compute the condition number
*

CALL F07TGFP(NORM,UPLO,DIAG,N,A,IA,JA,IDESCA,RCOND,WORK,LWORK,
+ IWORK,LIWORK,INFO)

*
* Print condition number
*

IF (ROOT .AND. INFO.EQ.0) THEN
IF (RCOND.GE.X02AJF()) THEN

WRITE (NOUT,99999)
+ ’Estimate of the condition number =’, 1.0D0/RCOND

ELSE
WRITE (NOUT,*) ’A is singular to working precision’

END IF
END IF

*
END IF

*
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CLOSE (NIN)
*

IFAIL = 0
CALL Z01ABFP(ICNTXT,’N’,IFAIL)

*
STOP

*
99999 FORMAT (1X,A,1P,D10.2)

END

8.2 Example Data

F07TGFP Example Program Data
4 ’L’ :Value of N and UPLO
4.30 0.0 0.0 0.0
-3.96 -4.87 0.0 0.0
0.40 0.31 -8.02 0.0
-0.27 0.07 -5.95 0.12 :End of matrix A

8.3 Example Results

F07TGFP Example Program Results
Estimate of the condition number = 1.16D+02
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